
Raekwon of Wu-Tang Clan, in Collaboration with Hashstoria, Unveils Exclusive
"Compliments of the Chef" Cannabis Line at Cookies in Las Vegas

LAS VEGAS, NV - March 21, 2024 - Music and cultural icon Raekwon, a founding member of the
legendary hip-hop group Wu-Tang Clan, is set to launch an exclusive cannabis line at Cookies’ Flamingo
location in Las Vegas in collaboration with Hashstoria. The special line, named "Compliments of the
Chef," will consist of three meticulously curated strains of cannabis flower and will be available for
purchase starting March 22nd at 8am at Cookies' Flamingo dispensary at 4240 W Flamingo Rd, Las
Vegas, NV 89103.

Raekwon, known for his discerning taste and extensive experience with cannabis culture, has chosen to
work with The Grower Circle, a distinguished group of professional growers in Nevada who pride
themselves in growing verified, elite genetics, with gardens that are pesticide, PGR, and mold-free. All
plants are hand-selected, hand-watered, and hand-trimmed. Raekwon worked closely with The Grower
Circle to choose three strains to bear his name. These limited-edition products promise an unparalleled
experience and will only be available while supplies last.

The launch date coincides with Wu-Tang Clan's eagerly anticipated residency performance in Las Vegas
on March 22nd and March 23rd at the Virgin Hotels Las Vegas. Commemorating the 50th anniversary of
hip-hop, this residency promises to be more than just a concert; it's a tribute to the prolific careers of
hip-hop's most storied group.

"We are excited to bring the 'Compliments of the Chef' cannabis line to the people of Las Vegas, in
partnership with Hashstoria," said Raekwon. "Cookies are trailblazers in the cannabis community and it's
an honor to collaborate with them on this project. These strains represent the quality of the products that
will be featured in Hashstoria."

Hashstoria, co-founded by Raekwon, has three adult-use dispensaries in Oregon and a new flagship
dispensary slated to open in downtown Newark, New Jersey, in the spring of 2024. The Newark project, a
collaboration with Charlamagne tha God and civil rights attorney Bakari Sellers, received a Class V
cannabis retail license from the New Jersey Cannabis Regulatory Commission in October of 2023. The
space is being designed by architect and designer Rachael Grochowski of RHG Architecture + Design.



Introducing the Strains:

1. Titanium Glaciers
○ Aroma: Warm peach cobbler and pastry crust.
○ Flavor: Savory baked fruit with a hint of fresh apple.
○ Experience: Heavy head high and warm body buzz that is potent.

2. Egyptian Water
○ Aroma: Unique and complex aroma, blending rich earthy tones and kushy citrus with

subtle hints of sweet mint.
○ Flavor: Frosted cream flavor profile with earthy undertones and a gassy finish.
○ Experience: Well-balanced. Expect an enhanced mood with a cerebral head high that

levels out to relaxing body sedation.

3. Nebulous
○ Aroma: Gassy tropical fruit punch and berries.
○ Flavor: Sugary sweet pine with a fresh undertone of sour fruit candy
○ Experience: Happy relaxed mind, complimented by a smooth body high that is still

productive and creative.

The launch of the "Compliments of the Chef" cannabis line marks another milestone for Raekwon and
Hashstoria as they continue to innovate and shape the cannabis landscape. To shop the exclusive
collection, visit cookiesflamingo.com.

About Hashstoria
Co-founded by Raekwon the Chef of Wu-Tang Clan fame, Hashstoria is a brand collective focused on
elite product quality, consumer experience, and building communities through the power of cannabis. The
Hashstoria team believes that the cannabis plant has the power to connect, heal, and enhance lives. For
more information, visit hashstoria.com.

About Cookies
Cookies is the most globally recognized cannabis company; founded in 2010 by Billboard-charting rapper
and entrepreneur Berner and Bay Area breeder and cultivator Jai. The company creates game-changing
genetics and offers a collection of over 70 proprietary cannabis cultivars and more than 2,000 products.
Headquartered in San Francisco, the company is actively involved in advocacy and social impact
initiatives to enrich communities disproportionately impacted by the War on Drugs. Cookies opened its

http://cookiesflamingo.com
http://www.hashstoria.com


first retail store in 2018 in Los Angeles, has since expanded to over 60 retail locations in over 20 markets
across 6 countries, and was recently named one of America's Hottest Brands of 2021 by AdAge; the first
cannabis brand to ever receive this accolade. To learn more about Cookies, visit cookies.co, and to learn
more about Cookies CBD, visit shop.cookies.co.
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